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Candle Stick Patterns 



IMPORTANT CANDLE STICK SIGNALS 

 

Hanging Man: The lower shadow must be at least twice the size of 

the body length. There should be no upper shadow or a very small upper 

shadow. The colour of the body does not matter, but a dark body would be 

more positive than a white body. 

 

 

Shooting Star: The upper shadow must be at least twice the size of 

the body length. There should be no lower shadow or a very small lower 

shadow. The colour of the body does not matter, but a dark body would be 

more positive than a white body. 
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Bearish Engulfing:  The second day of the signal should be a black 

candle opening above the close of the previous day and closing below the open 

of the previous day white candle. 

 

 

 

Dark cloud cover: The second day of the signal should be a dark 

candle opening above the trading range of the previous day and closing at least 

half way into the body of the previous day white candle.  
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Bearish Harami: The second day of the signal should be black and 

the body should be completely engulfed by the previous day white candle 

body. 

 

 

Evening Star: The first day of the signal must be a long white body. 

The second day must be a day of indecision. The third day should be long dark 

candle reaching down at least halfway into the body of the first day white 

candle.  
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Bearish Kicker: The first day of the signal must be a long white body. 

The second day must be a long dark candle opening below the open of the 

previous day. An ideal Bearish Kicker will have a GAP between the two candles.  

 

Hammer: The lower shadow must be at least twice the size of the body 

length. There should no upper shadow or very small upper shadow. The colour 

of the body does not matter, but a white body would be more positive than a 

black body. 
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Inverted Hammer: The upper shadow must be at least twice the 

size of the body length. There should be no lower shadow or very small lower 

shadow. The colour of the body does not matter, but a white body would be 

more positive than a black body. 

 

 

 

Bullish Engulfing: The second day of the signal should be a white 

candle opening below the close of the previous day and closing above the open 

of the previous day black candle. 
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Piercing Signal: The second day of the signal should be a white 

candle opening below the trading range of the previous day and closing at least 

half way into the body of the previous day’s dark candle. 

 

 

Bullish Harami: The second day of the signal should be white and 

the body should be engulfed by the previous day black candle body. 
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Morning Star: The first day of the signal must be a long dark body. 

The second day must be a day of indecision. The third day should be a long 

white candle reaching at least halfway into the body of the first day dark 

candle.  

 

 

Bullish Kicker: The first day of the signal must be a long black body. 

The second day must be a long white candle opening above the open of the 

previous day. An ideal bullish kicker will have a GAP between the two candles. 
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